
ARTICLE PAGES
Benchmark



OBJECTIVES

1 Readability

2 Improve the video accessibility

3 Recirculation



REQUESTS

➔ Top article organization : Title first ? Video ?
 
➔ Optimize social’s buttons

➔ Newsletter access (if possible at the top 20% 
of the page)

➔ Optimize recirculation (tags, related, most 
viewed etc..). Personnalized ?

➔ Examine infinite scroll



ANALYSIS



NEWS ACCESS

http://digitalnewsreport.org/survey/2016/overview-key-findings-2016/

http://digitalnewsreport.org/survey/2016/overview-key-findings-2016/


http://www.digitalnewsreport.org/survey/2016/overview-key-findings-2016/

SOCIAL MEDIA ACCESS

http://www.slate.fr/story/119811/reseaux-sociaux-lisent-titre

51%
say they use social media as a 

source of news each week

59%
Of the links shared on Twitter 

are left unread

http://www.digitalnewsreport.org/survey/2016/overview-key-findings-2016/
http://www.slate.fr/story/119811/reseaux-sociaux-lisent-titre


http://www.digitalnewsreport.org/survey/2016/overview-key-findings-2016/

MOBILE USE

70%
BBC reporting that around 70% 

of traffic now comes from 
mobile devices.

http://www.digitalnewsreport.org/survey/2016/overview-key-findings-2016/


http://www.digitalnewsreport.org/survey/2016/overview-key-findings-2016/

VIDEOS

78%
Of the users say they still mostly 
rely on the text, and not on the 

video

WHY ?

41%
Because it’s 

quicker and more 
convenient

35%
Because of the 
annoyance of 

pre-roll 
advertisments

http://www.digitalnewsreport.org/survey/2016/overview-key-findings-2016/


Https://www.Clicktale.Com/academy/blog/clicktale-scrolling-research-report-v20-part-1-visibility-and-scroll-reach/

▶ Visitors are equally likely to scan the entire 
page no matter the page size.

SCROLLING

https://www.clicktale.com/academy/blog/clicktale-scrolling-research-report-v20-part-1-visibility-and-scroll-reach/


https://www.sitepoint.com/ux-infinite-scroll-good-bad-maybe/

INFINITE SCROLLING

PROS

better chance of retaining the user, next article 
easier to acces especially on mobile

The reading style/habit of the user will likely be 
compatible with Infinite Scroll.

More page views

CONS

can cause page performance and referencing 
issues, if you’re loading more and more 

content into memory. 
> see 

https://www.seolius.com/dossiers/20150303-272-scroll-infini-les-r
ecommandations-de-google

trying to return to the same point on the 
originating page is very often a frustrating 

experience

The footer disappears > frustrating. Or sticky but 
but that gobbles up screen space

Analytics will be much more difficult to 
implement.

The user can’t choose the next article
 > More passive than engaging

https://www.sitepoint.com/ux-infinite-scroll-good-bad-maybe/
https://www.seolius.com/dossiers/20150303-272-scroll-infini-les-recommandations-de-google
https://www.seolius.com/dossiers/20150303-272-scroll-infini-les-recommandations-de-google


https://www.poynter.org/2014/time-coms-bounce-rate-down-15-percentage-points-since-adopting-continuous-scroll/257466/

INFINITE SCROLLING

NBC News

After the redesign of NBC News to infinite scroll, mobile page views in June were up        30% 

over the previous 12-month average, according to an NBC News spokesperson. 

Article pages transition into related stories, not top stories. 

On average, NBC News readers on desktop and mobile are seeing nearly 20% more pages per visit 

than before the site's February redesign.

https://www.poynter.org/2014/time-coms-bounce-rate-down-15-percentage-points-since-adopting-continuous-scroll/257466/


http://www.digitalnewsreport.org/survey/2016/overview-key-findings-2016/

PERSONNALIZATION

One way to interpret this is that, in the 
end, people think they are the best 
judge of what they want.

http://www.digitalnewsreport.org/survey/2016/overview-key-findings-2016/


Competitors practices



SUMMARY
of the benchmark‘s competitors practice

➔ UX grades

➔ Structure
 
➔ Recirculation

➔ Advertising

➔ Services



12 competitors presentation

6 with normal articles pages 6 with infinite scroll articles pages

> CF competitors comparison

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B1ijc86V6gMzdU1ERUYzV2tSNVk


UX grades /100

38 77 64 77 78 55 38

79 75 79 40 65 87

> CF UX Note table

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1_1OATgJtxNMKOfsYYstDyJcQZ7Ssvl4qrXx0YUV8kkA/edit#gid=0


UX grades /100

Why is UX important ?

88%
Visitors are no longer inclined 
to come back on the web site 
after a bad User Experience

http://newflux.fr/2016/10/03/les-10-chiffres-impressionnants-de-lux/

48%
Of the interviewed assert that 

the design graphic of a 
website is the number one 

factor for a brand credibility 

http://newflux.fr/2016/10/03/les-10-chiffres-impressionnants-de-lux/


Structure

Next article button

Areas

Main image

Socials

Content

Title

Infinite scroll 
next articles

Infinite scroll Infinite scroll Infinite scroll Infinite scroll Infinite scroll 



Structure : columns & main image

Structure columns on desktop :

2 column                              
2/13 :

1 column
8/13

Full page
3/13 :

Main image :

Normal                              
7/13

Full page
5/13 :

No main image
1/13 :

➔ The 2 columns considered like old fashion on web design are still used by France info and euronews 

➔ The full page images, a web design trends is used by 5 news website who develops modern approaches. 
(including 60% infinite scroll websites)



Structure : Title

Title position - desktop :

After the main image / video                               
3/13 :

Before the main image / video                              
9/13

Over the main image / video
1/13 :

➔ Euronews is the only one to place the title over the image / video > It disappear when the video is played

➔ The title before the main image / video, at the top of the article is the most common practice. 

Title position - mobile :

After the main image / video                               
2/13 :

Before the main image / video                              
10/13

Over the main image / video
1/13 :



Structure : Title

➔ The competitors who put the title after the 
main image mostly use a full-page layout > 
(On mobile mostly come back to a title + 
image layout)



X X X X X X X X

X X X X X X X X X X X

X X X X X X

X X X X X X X X X X

X X X X X X X

X X X X X X X X X

X X X X X

Recirculation components

+ Ads
+ Popular in the 
community !

+ Ads
+Recomme
nded for 
you !

+ Ads
+ News & buzz

+ Ads + Ads + Ad
+Recomme
nded

+ Ads + Ad + Ads + Ads

Infinite scroll

Related 

Tags

Featured / 
ed choice

Popular; 
most 
viewed, 
Trending

(Associate
d) 
program

Last main  
articles

related 
theme(s)’s 
last art

Next 
article

+ Ads
+Editor’s choice
+ Flashback



Recirculation components

ANALYSIS : 

➔ “Related” is used by everyone
➔ Links include in the text are important, they can convert +238% of the visits

➔ Only BBC use a ‘features’ section and nobody use ‘editor’s choice’ except euronews.

➔ Nobody use ‘flashback’ section except euronews.

➔ Two interesting and original sections : ‘Popular 
in the community’ (RT) and ‘Recommended 
for you’ (Vice and NY times) (Not a Taboola).                           
> 

➔ Site with infinite scroll don’t use many 
recirculation. Only related in the text and 
show which articles come next

http://www.goodui.org/evidence/test101

http://www.goodui.org/evidence/test101


Recirculation : infinite scroll - 6 of our competitors use it

> Classical approach of infinite scroll go from one article to another 

> Shows just the 
main covers of the 
upcoming articles

> Shows just the 
beginning of the 
articles. Have to 
clic on “read 
more” to see in full.



Recirculation : infinite scroll - Gap

Gap between the end of the first article and 
the next  
from the end of the text to the title’s or main 
image’s next article



Recirculation : infinite scroll - Gap

Desktop

Mobile

2308 px > 1068 px > 600 px

4006 px* > 1250 px > 570 px**

Overall average

ANALYSIS : 

➔ If euronews wants to follow good practices for infinite scroll articles we need 
to reduce the gap between two articles at least by half on desktop and by 4 
on mobile.

* **



Recirculation : infinite scroll - Gap

WHY IS  THE GAP SO TALL ON EURONEWS COMPARE TO THE OTHERS ? (especially on mobile): 

Because of   All views module Editor’s choice module                                    Taboolas

510px

does not exist elsewhere

300px

does not exist elsewhere 2400px

much taller than anyone 
else 



Recirculation : infinite scroll - Gap

WHAT DOES COMPETITOR’S TABOOLA / OUTBRAIN LOOK LIKE  ? ( on mobile): 

h : 350px h : 670px h : 560px



Advertising - amount of ads

Desktop Mobile

➔ euronews is the only one (with CNN) to always display the preroll video :                        half the time              just once at the 
beginning

➔ euronews is the one with the highest number of ads on mobile (and one of them on desktop)
➔ euronews is the only one to display ads a big advertising video into the main body of the article

* Vice : Doesn’t display taboola on the first article visited

* one banner = 1 ; group of taboola = 1 ; preroll everytim
e = 1 

* * 

*



Advertising - Interesting practices

➔ Big banner instead of many little 
banners, include between two 
articles during the infinite scroll

➔ Sticky banner on the right



Services - Share

➔ Everyone have facebook & twitter 

➔ Almost everyone have mail button 
except Aljazeera & Vice

➔ Except for euronews, RT & France Info, 
no one spotlight Google +

➔ 5 / 13 of our competitors use a more 
buttons to hide others social media

➔ 6 / 13 of our competitors have fixed 
share buttons on the left of the article 

Hidden

Fixed position 
next to the article



Services - Share

Pop-up

Mobile : the same

Mobile : pop up

Fixed
Mobile : the same but 
not fixed, embedded 
at the top of the article



Services - Share

Mobile : pop up

Bottom article :

Good practice : 
calls-to-action

http://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2015/04/23/social-media-buttons

http://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2015/04/23/social-media-buttons


Comments
6/13

No comments
7/13

Services - Comments & account

➔ Allowing comments or to open an account can increase the engagement

Comments possibility :

Propose an account
4/13

Doesn’t 
9/13

Possibility to open an account:



Services - Newsletter

➔ The half of our competitors have a newsletter

➔ Bloc newsletter generally at the bottom of the article

➔ Two interesting practices :

◆ * France info & NY Times : Newsletter personalized according to the section of the article

◆ ** Quartz : The newsletter bloc appears only on the second article of the infinite scroll

X X X X X

* Quartz : Newsletter bloc appear only 
on the second article

* NY Times : Newsletter bloc personnalized 
with the section of the article



Services - Newsletter exemples



ISSUES

➔ Structure
◆ Give up the two column structure

◆ Highlight the title

➔ Switch to an infinite scroll system
◆ Reduce the gap between two articles 

especially on mobile

 
➔ Recirculation

◆ Give up components which nobody uses and 

takes lot of spaces (Flashback, editor’s…)

◆ Use useful components to attract

◆ Optimize the infinite scroll

➔ Advertising
◆ Reduce the amount of ads to a clever use

◆ Increase the control of the user over the ads

◆ Optimize preroll video, less aggressive

➔ Services
◆ Optimize social access

◆ Instal comments ? account ?

◆ Find a good position for the newsletter 

proposal bloc



Yandex results



Conclusions of the analysis of Yandex

➔ Editor’s choice and flashback are never used

➔ Today top stories and most viewed are used sometimes

➔ Ads banners are almost never clicked

➔ The newsletter box is never used

➔ Taboolas are clicked sometimes

➔ Related and links include in the text are often used

➔ The player video button is often clicked

➔ The next article button is often used

➔ The links in the footer are often used

➔ Generally, we can see that people are interested on articles related to the article (on related bloc, tags, taboola…)

➔ They scroll to the end of the page and clic on next article button and footer but NOT on irrelevant content like taboolas, 
newsletter etc..



ANNEXES



http://www.digitalnewsreport.org/survey/2016/overview-key-findings-2016/

MAIN NEWS SOURCES

http://www.digitalnewsreport.org/survey/2016/overview-key-findings-2016/


http://www.digitalnewsreport.org/survey/2016/overview-key-findings-2016/

MOBILE USE

Across our entire sample over 
half (53%) now say they use a 
smartphone to access news, 
with some of the highest levels 
in three of our new countries, 
Sweden (69%), Korea (66%), 
and Switzerland (61%).

http://www.digitalnewsreport.org/survey/2016/overview-key-findings-2016/


http://www.digitalnewsreport.org/survey/2016/overview-key-findings-2016/

MOBILE USE

we find that heavy smartphone 
users tend to access the news 
more frequently than people who 
mainly use computers or tablets. 

http://www.digitalnewsreport.org/survey/2016/overview-key-findings-2016/


http://www.digitalnewsreport.org/survey/2016/overview-key-findings-2016/

SOCIAL MEDIA ACCESS

 Around a quarter of internet news users (24%) share news via social media during the average 
week;

http://www.digitalnewsreport.org/survey/2016/overview-key-findings-2016/


TABOOLA’S CATALOGUE - infinite scroll websites



https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/articles/the-vice-guide-to-engagement.html

CASE STUDY : VICE

“We know engagement is the most important thing. Who cares about hits? Who cares about 
page views?”

We consciously didn’t go mass, we went niche.

With TV, you can ram things down people’s throats. If you put something on at 9 p.m. on a 
Thursday, people are going to watch it — even if it’s a piece of crap.
The internet’s definitely harsher and people are a lot more honest with their praise and their 
criticism.

https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/articles/the-vice-guide-to-engagement.html

